MTDS7 Super Charged NinjaTrader Strategies
MicroTrends can develop your strategy from scratch or we can super charge your
strategy and provide the cheapest route with the maximum highest quality and best
trading system features available for NinjaTrader by using the MTDS7 Strategy
Development Kit to power your Strategy – unique to MicroTrends.
Save time and money, don’t pay to re-invent the wheel get the most powerful semi/fully
automated trading system possible for NinjaTrader 7 by using our MTDS7 NinjaTrader
Strategy Trade Engine to power it. The MTDS7 is 100% free for sim/demo/ development
/backtest/replay - it only ever needs a license for live trading.

Important Notice about NinjaTrader Strategies – The MicroTrends Difference
We can rapidly build your system using MTDS7, the features and functions in MTDS7
allow real-time interaction and control of the strategy, advanced trade management and
off the shelf trade filters which can be combined with your system to optimize the
trading results. One of the most important features is that it is written in an advanced
mode of NinjaTrader known as "Unmanged mode."
Simple Price Action Sample Strategy Sample Look and feel
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MTDS7 Super Charged NinjaTrader Strategies
“The Unmanaged approach is reserved for VERY EXPERIENCED programmers. In
place of the convenience layer that the default NinjaTrader 7 Managed approach
offered, the Unmanaged approach instead offers ultimate flexibility in terms of order
submission and management. The flexibility required to achieve more complex order
submission techniques.” So you can be confident trading with real money on the
line due to the unsurpassed reliability & features; built in intelligent, automatic fault
tolerance for Errors, Overfills, Connection Loss & Order rejections handling via an
institutional trade workflow engine designed by MicroTrends with 100,000s of hours of
live trading and testing with 100s of traders over many years.
More Details of MTDS7:
https://microtrends.co/ninjatrader/ninjatrader-7/mtds7/mtds7-strategy-developmentkit/
MTDS7 - Free Download
https://microtrends.co/ninjatrader-downloads#MTDS
MTDS7 - Online Guidance - User Orientation/ Videos etc
https://microtrends.zendesk.com/hc/en-us/articles/217164386
MTDS7 Sample Strategies:
MTDS7 also comes with open source sample strategies and templates/settings to
experiment with, such as the MTDS SDK USAR which is a tradeable system. For a better
idea of how it looks and operates please see this documentation:
https://s3.amazonaws.com/microtrends/docs/MTDS7+SDK+USAR+Trader+Modes.pdf
MTDS7 Pricing Details
Pricing details here - which provides 2 licenses full perpetual license with free updates.
We also offer for MTDS7 owners code snippet support so we can assist in the creation of
strategies.
https://microtrends.co/shop/ninjatrader-7/mtds7-automated-trading-strategydevelopment-kit/
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